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Abstract

The BOXER system will allow a designer using a solid modelling system to define an assembly from predefined parts and have the assembly built automatically. One key concept is to capture sequence information at design time and use this sequence as a basis for building the object. A second key concept is learning constraints from failed plans and feeding these constraints back to the designer. This document is a discussion of the BOXER system.
Background

Introduction
Since the early days of robotics there has been the dream of creating a system that will allow a user to specify what he wants a robot to accomplish but not how to accomplish it. Specifying only WHAT to accomplish is called task-level programming. The problem of building such a system is very complex and provides a fertile ground for research.

There are several approaches to task-level programming. Some systems approach the problem from a textual view. The task is specified in some new language and converted into commands for the robot system. This approach suffers from the problem of inadequate descriptions of the objects to be manipulated.

Another approach is from a solid modelling view. The task is specified as a set of static relations between parts and the system plans how to achieve this static relation. While the objects to be manipulated are described well, the system must figure out sequence information.

In this paper a different approach is proposed. The idea is to combine solid modelling with textual programming. In particular BOXER will capture sequence information during the design session in textual form. This sequence information is then used as a skeleton for the planner.

Section 1 discusses an overview of the BOXER system architecture. Section 2 discusses the design architecture. Section 3 discusses the planning architecture. Section 4 discusses the build architecture. Section 5 discusses the knowledge base. Section 6 discusses the learning component. Section 7 is the conclusion.

Each of the sections is broken into two parts. The first part is an architecture and the second is a discussion of some relevant issues.

Prior Work
In 1976, in work done at the MIT AI labs, Tomas Lozano-Perez’s thesis describes "a mechanical assembly system called LAMA (Language for Automatic Mechanical Assembly). The goal of the work was to create a mechanical assembly system that transforms a high-level description of an automatic assembly operation into a program for execution by a computer controlled manipulator. This system allows the initial description of the assembly to be in terms of the desired effects on the parts being assembled."

"This research concentrates on the spatial complexity of mechanical assembly operations. The assembly problem is seen as the problem of achieving a certain set of geometrical constraints between basic objects while avoiding unwanted collisions. The thesis explores how these two facets, desired constraints and unwanted collisions, affect the primitive operations of the domain."

In 1978 Lieberman and Wesley wrote a paper which defines the AUTOPASS language. While AUTOPASS has been widely quoted as the highest level programming language for robots, there are no implementations. The paper is an excellent introduction to this area and is strongly recommended as background reading.

AUTOPASS was designed to "demonstrate that a language close to the level of the assembly language sheet ... provides a natural interface for assembly or design engineers and that this language can be implemented."

In 1978 Grossman and Taylor, working at the Stanford AI labs, built POINTY. This work dealt with interactive generation of object models with a manipulator. Here are a few relevant quotes from this paper.

"The ultimate goal of research on high-level manipulator languages is a language in which very few statements are needed to describe a highly complex assembly. For an object with N parts, perhaps a realistic goal would be to have a language in which the assembly can be described in about N statements."

"In the" ultimate language, a program for assembling 1000 water pumps might have this form:
DECLARE WATER_PUMP etc;
MAKE PLAN
  (WATER_PUMP, ASSEMBLY_PLAN);
EXECUTE_PLAN(ASSEMBLY_PLAN, 1000);

"... all the effort of writing the program would be in expanding the "etc." in the first line.

The expansion of the "etc" constitutes the world model used by MAKE_PLAN. This world model is a complex data base, including such information as the specification of mechanical parts, component hierarchies, affixment relationships, geometric shapes, Cartesian transformations between features, material properties, and so forth. It is clear that the declaration of such a detailed world model would be a lengthy process, possibly requiring hundreds of lines of text. The development of high level manipulation languages, therefore, will shift the problem from writing procedures to writing declaration."

In 1983 Tomas Lozano-Perez "filOZ2" proposed a task-level programming system called ATLAS (Automatic Task Level Assembly Synthesizer). The user of the system is required to specify only goals for the physical relationships among objects instead of the robot motions for achieving those goals. This system was never implemented.

That same year, at Cambridge University, Alan Weatherall "filWEAl" connected the technology of CADAM and robots. It took the output from a CADAM system and created input to a Series/1 running AML. The robot is modelled in CADAM as a machine tool. It uses CADAM's ability to model the path of a cutting tool end effector to generate path information.

Also in 1983 Anthony Levas "filLEV1" dealt with teaching robots plans by example. The robot is led through a series of motions using a teach pendant. Each significant point, called a "watch point", is recorded. Watch points correspond to terminal symbols in a finite grammar. Sequences of these watch points are recognized by the program and the recognized sequences are replaced by their non-terminal forms. At a later time these non-terminals can be expanded to generate the original sequence.

This work was done at the University of Connecticut. It is of interest as an alternate method of generating task-level assembly sequence information by abstraction from examples.

In 1984 Dan Russell "filRUS1" built a Schema-based planning system. This was an effort to build a system that, given a statement of the goal object, builds that object. The method is to build AND-OR goal trees of processes. Each process consists of a set of subprocesses that solve smaller subproblems necessary to achieve the goal. This work was done on a LOOPS system at Xerox PARC. It is written in SMALLTALK. The SMALLTALK objects are called schemas.

An interesting feature of this work is that it allows multiple plans to exist. Since each schema broadcasts its message to all other schemas, multiple plans can execute in parallel. At any given time only one plan is actually doing the work. All other plans are tracking the progress of the working plan. If the working plan fails a backup plan is selected and the construction continues from the point of failure.

Most of the mechanism for this parallel tracking is inherent in the SMALLTALK system. Messages for executing each step of the plan are broadcast to all objects. Objects not actually performing the operation can "listen" and track the world state.

In 1987 Alberto Segre "filSEG1" built a system (ARMS) to do explanation-based learning of generalized robot assembly plans. This was an effort to build a system that acquires generalized problem-solving knowledge on the basis of a single program-solving example. It is applied to the 'robot retraining problem' which is defined to be the 'difficulties encountered when preparing a robot to perform some novel task'.

The goal of ARMS is to capture the plan taught by an expert and convert the plan to a more efficient and more general plan.

One curious aspect of this system is that the goal state is described by specifying the desired function:eph/. , not the desired description. It is not clear to this author how describing the function of a telephone affects its assembly.
Toplevel - Design-to-Build

Overview
A Design-to-build system is a system that allows a user to define an assembly from a predefined set of parts and automates the steps necessary to have the assembly built. The BOXER system breaks into 5 parts (see figure 1a), the DESIGN :eph1 system which is the primary user interface, the PLANNER :eph1, the BUILD system which is the runtime environment, the KNOWLEDGE BASE :eph1 and the LEARNING COMPONENT :eph1. The technology to build each part exists in some form today. BOXER is a synthesis of these subsystems into a larger task-specific system.

Architecture
The architecture of the system is best characterized by the flow of information through the system. The primary steps are:

Design

Constructing a design: The design consists of using parts that are predefined to construct a goal object. The construction process takes place at a solid modelling system (SMS) terminal. During construction the system monitors sequence information and uses this information to construct a skeleton plan for assembling the goal object.

Editing a design: The user may edit the design information at any time. The sequence information can be edited to re-arrange, add or delete steps that may have been defined graphically. Other information, such as default pallet positions may also be edited.

Once the user is satisfied with his goal object, the design session is ended and the planner is invoked.

Planning

Expanding a design into a plan: Once the goal object has been defined and can be correctly redrawn within the SMS the user has the option of creating a real object. The sequence information, the goal object, the part definitions, etc. are combined to define an internal form of a plan to construct the goal object. The internal form of the plan is a set of states, relationships, and actions, similar to RAPT ff1POP1, POP2". The planner is implemented in a language similar to KROS ff1DALS".

Verifying a plan: Once a plan has been expanded it is "executed" to ensure that the plan does not contain any detectable errors. The verification phase assumes a world model and a virtual robot and steps through the plan checking pre- and post-conditions at each step. Affixment relations are built, stability is checked, collisions are examined, etc.

Error checks and handlers are added to verify that the assumptions made by the planner are valid at runtime.

Generating the task-specific program: When the planner has checked all that it can then the task specific program for a given target system is generated. This program will contain target system dependent calls to library routines. Code that can be directly executed by the target system is generated.

Once the planner completes the task-specific program is passed to the build system for execution.

Build

Starting a task specific program: When the target system starts it must make sure that the real world state satisfies all of the assumptions of the planner. In particular, fiducial points such as the pallet position must be calibrated.

Executing a task specific program: Once the startup assumptions are valid the system executes the task as requested. The program should build the goal object from the available set of parts.

Error Handling in a task specific program: Before, during, and after each motion the pre- and post-conditions and assumptions made by the planner are checked. If it is found that one of these conditions or assumptions is not valid then an error handler is invoked. The handler examines the current
state and attempts to recover the desired world state.

Learning

Failure detection: The error handler for recoverable failures records the failure information and continues with the program. If the failure re-occurs then a more general error handler is invoked. If there are no more general error handlers available then the operator is asked to correct the problem. The failure information is recorded including information about the failure from the operator. This is the source of negative feedback training examples.

Success detection: Plan steps may be marked as 'expected failure' steps if the user has decided to construct an assembly which the system feels it cannot construct. Success of these steps is recorded. This is the source of positive feedback training examples.

Feedback learning: The failure or success information is used by the learning component to modify the knowledge base. The rules used by the planner are specialized or generalized. New rules may be added. New concepts may be added. The failure or success and a record of its effects are added to the knowledge base for future reference since it provided the assumptions on which the learning depends. A plan may provide several successes or failures.

Learning effects: The new knowledge has two primary effects. First, the planner will construct different plans based on the new knowledge. Second, the designer is provided with feedback about assembly constructs that the system decides it cannot manufacture. The user has the ability to override the system's decision. This is the source of positive feedback training examples.

Issues

Three of the key global issues in BOXER are the uniformity of representation, consistency and the modelling of errors.

The diverse representations currently used in existing subsystems to do solid modelling, planning, and building makes using them in an integrated manner difficult. The BOXER system, by creating a uniformity of representation has 2 advantages. First, it limits the complexity by reducing the number of design decisions necessary. Second, it increases the flexibility by increasing the number of possible connections between system components.

Consistency has the overriding advantage of making the system understandable. The complexity of the problem and of an integrated solution demands it.

In order to be successful a design-to-build system must deal with errors. Errors cannot be avoided during the actual assembly process. A model that enables the classification and analysis of errors is sorely needed. A solution to this problem is a key contribution of the BOXER system.

Objects

Object oriented programming combined with procedural programming is used throughout the BOXER system. This style of programming gives considerable flexibility while maintaining strong consistency of expression and a uniform representation. The object oriented programming style within BOXER is closely related to the Flavors system [f1fSYM1, SYM2, CAN1, MOO1].

Parts, tools, sensors, rules, etc. are objects. Each object is related to the others by its place in a hierarchy. For example, assume we have 3 parts; PART1 is a cube, PART2 and PART3 are cuboids with 1 long side. So the hierarchy looks like:

```
OBJECT
SOLIDOBJECT isa OBJECT
CUBE isa SOLIDOBJECT
PART1 isa CUBE
CUBOID isa SOLIDOBJECT
PART2 isa CUBOID
PART3 isa CUBOID
```

Functions that objects can perform, called methods, are inherited from the hierarchy. Hierarchical inheritance is used to limit the complexity of programming.

The structure of the hierarchy of parts requested by the user is ported from the Design stage, through Planning and into the Build stage. The methods attached to objects in the hierarchy changes. Thus, a request to an object to move itself during the design phase will
cause it to be redisplayed in the new position. The same request during planning will cause the world state to change to reflect postconditions of the move. During build the same request will cause the arm to move the part.

Since parts are predefined the hierarchy of part instances and classes are predefined. The subpart-to-part relationship is not predetermined, however. This relation is determined at design time by the user using the TDS CALL statement. (For details on TDS see JIDAL1, DAL2, DAL3). All operations in the system are done using message passing. This gives a simplified and uniform interface to all functions.

**Rules**

Rules are used in several ways in the system. They are used to state technology constraints on the design (e.g., if a measurement crosses a weld then the tolerance on the measurement cannot be less than +.010). Rules are used in the planning stage to prune the tree of possible next states.

At any given time there is a current rule environment which consists of a set of contexts. Each context object is composed of a set of rules. When a new object is added the rules associated with the object are added to the current context and affect the current rule environment.

**Error Model**

**Errors and Planning**

A novel feature of BOXER is that planning is actually split into two parts. One part of the planning is done using a world model and a virtual robot. This planning has the responsibility to verify that the sequence of actions that the user requested will in fact have all of its pre- and post-conditions satisfied. This type of planning is distinguished by its ability to insert states into the user plan to avoid known collisions or incorrect states.

A second form of planning occurs during the build cycle. This is the precomputed sequence of actions, known as schemas JIRUS1, necessary to recover from errors that occur during the assembly. For example, a tolerance error will raise a preplanned sequence of actions to recover from the error and return the system to a known state.

**Error classes**

BOXER contains an error model (see figure 1b). The error model is a merging of four areas: errors, sensors, program control flow and runtime planning.

BOXER introduces the concept of a SENSE-OBJECT. Observe that sensors are used because errors can occur. If there were no errors then there would be no need for sensors. Also observe that error recovery represents a departure from the main task that is triggered by some sensor. Thus there are 4 parts to the SENSE-OBJECT: There is the cause (the error), the trigger (the sensor), the effect (the error handler call), and the goal (the handler must return to the main task). These can be nested to any arbitrary depth.

Errors are checked for, and corrected, at all stages of the processing. At the design step each TDS PLACE is checked to ensure that objects do not intersect, for example. If a plan has been designed then the action object is recreated by "replaying" the steps of the design to rebuild the object. If the edited version contains an error the user is informed and the change is not made. All of the errors that occur during design are considered recoverable since the user is able to correct them.

At plan time errors take the form of states that have no transition rules between them. There are known techniques for handling some of these problems [NILL], most notably the DCOMP and ABSTRIPS work.

Certain plan time errors cause situations to arise which have no known solutions. This represents an area of research.

At runtime, errors are due to the difference between the model world and the real world. They are also caused by statistical variations, operator mistakes, etc. Certain of these errors are recoverable and BOXER has a control flow architecture that deals with the recovery. Others cannot be recovered and operator intervention is required.
BOXER MODEL

FIGURE 1a
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ERROR</th>
<th>SENSOR</th>
<th>STRATEGY</th>
<th>HANDLER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perfect World</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tolerance</td>
<td>Force</td>
<td>Retry</td>
<td>User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misalignment</td>
<td>Touch</td>
<td>Search</td>
<td>User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing Feature</td>
<td>Vision</td>
<td>New Part</td>
<td>System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing Part</td>
<td>Vision</td>
<td>New Part</td>
<td>System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dropped Part</td>
<td>Vision</td>
<td>Clear and New Part</td>
<td>Operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Error</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ERROR MODEL**

*FIGURE 1b*
The Design System

Overview

The primary purpose of the design system is to capture the information necessary to correctly assemble the desired object from the set of predefined parts.

BOXER's primary user interface is through a solid modelling system (SMS).

A novel feature of BOXER is that the design system's intent is to capture assembly information, not to design parts. BOXER's SMS differs considerably in intent from other solid modelling systems although it is similar in appearance.

There are 3 categories where BOXER's SMS differs in concept from other systems (see figure 2A). First, BOXER does not include a group of operators for defining new objects because objects are assumed to be defined before the system is used. Thus, there is no "merge" operator, for example.

Second, BOXER redefines the meaning of certain SMS operators. A notable example is "join". Joining two objects will cause them to appear connected within the system, as is usual for an SMS, but joints of intersecting parts are not legal.

Third, BOXER adds functions, including the ability to handle text forms of objects. In fact, one of the primary goals of the BOXER SMS is the capture and manipulation of these text forms.

Architecture

Design System Interfaces

There are 3 interfaces to the design system. (See Figure 2B). The first is the user interface which consists of various graphic devices, pick devices and windows. This interface is used to extract goal object information from the user.

The second is the program interface which consists of a set of calls that allow a program to use the facilities (eg swept volume) of the SMS system. This interface is used by the planner's verify stage for things like collision avoidance and path planning.

The third is the knowledge base interface which consists of a set of facilities and knowledge base access procedures. This interface is used by the knowledge base to provide information to the SMS and to provide storage of the goal object information.

Definitions

Design sequence information is captured in text form called TDS (a homonym for tedious).

A design is complete when the goal object (that is, the object currently built from the set of selected parts) can be rebuilt from the TDS sequence specification. Note that a complete design does not imply that the designer has finished building the object. The DESIGN system attempts to achieve the complete state at the end of every TDS operation. Generally, the PLANNER may be invoked at any time on a complete design.

A design is finished when the designer has a complete design of his desired goal object.

A design is correct when the desired goal object can be built by the BUILD system.

Constructing a Design

The user interacts with the design system by manipulating part images on a screen. He is expected to combine these parts into the final assembly using a valid assembly sequence.

As the user requests parts the system remembers the part type (eg PART1) and the user's name for the part (eg LEG1) in a TDS GET statement. (eg GET PART1 AS LEG1). As the part definition is retrieved from the knowledge base active elements in the part definition are invoked. This will cause side effects to occur such as computing a default pallet position for the part.

Another important side effect is that all of the superclasses of the requested part are also retrieved (eg PART will bring in the objects RECTANGLEOBJECT, PLANEROBJECT, and OBJECT if they are not already defined).
**Editing a design**

As mentioned above design sequence information is captured in text form in TDS. The user may edit the text object directly rather than using the SMS front end. Direct editing of the text object will cause the system to "re-execute" the design sequence. In general this will ensure that the modified sequence is a valid assembly sequence.

In addition to editing sequence information it is possible to edit other objects such as the pallet object. This object has the information about where the parts will be in the workspace at build time. Normally, when a part is selected, a default pallet position is computed. The user can change this default position by editing the pallet object.

**Issues**

**User interface**

The user interface is crucial to the success of a design-to-build system. The system must appear fast. Experience has shown that users will reject a system that operates slowly even if it provides significant new functionality. Thus, there needs to be a partitioning between functions that appear fast to the user and those that do not. Functions that take a larger amount of time are either executed in parallel with user interactions or are deferred until plan time.

**Analogy**

There must be a clear analogy drawn between screen manipulations and real world manipulations. This gives a sense of meaning to the user’s actions. For example, selecting a part to add to the assembly during the DESIGN phase is equivalent to retrieving the real part from the pallet location during the BUILD phase.

**Error handler specification**

One long-term problem is to state how the user can specify an error handler. This will allow the user to control the recovery from expected errors that he can foresee. Schemas appear to be a reasonable solution to this problem. The user is given a set of default schemas that can be customized to fit the user’s need.

So, for example, in figure 1b the SENSE-OBJECT for a MISSING FEATURE error has an error handler named NEW PART. The general form of NEW PART is a sequence of states and actions that mean:

1. remove the part
2. move part to junk
3. request new part
4. get new part
5. return to initial pose
6. re-enter program

where removing the part requires reversing the steps to return the system to a major state. Major states occur at strategic points with one of the requirements being that all steps between major states are reversible. The initial pose position at the start of a GET or PLACE command is always a major state.

If the user has a requirement, for example, not to junk the part he can modify this schema by creating a new SENSE-OBJECT. The new SENSE-OBJECT might be called NOJUNK. The error handler within NOJUNK might have the modified sequence of:

1. remove the part
2. reorient the part
3. return to initial pose
4. re-enter program

with a similar trigger of MISSING FEATURE. The user can then specify that this SENSE-OBJECT should be used in lieu of the default (or prior to the default). The planner will insert the necessary runtime checks to perform the error recovery.

**Knowledge base transparency and superobjects**

The knowledge base is not reflected to the user. He requests parts from a part list. Parts are represented by objects in an object-oriented programming system. When an object is requested then that object, its methods and demons, and its superobjects are brought into memory.
Overlap of Solid Modelling System functions

FIGURE 2a
FIGURE 2b
The Planner

Overview

The primary purpose of the planner is to convert user task level descriptions into a task specific program. The planner can best be characterized as a hierarchical planner since there are 2 levels of plans developed. The first is the plan the user defines and the second is the refinement done during verification.

Architecture

The Planner operates in 3 phases, expand, verify, and generate.

The expand phase takes the design system output and converts the sequence information to an internal form. The design system output consists of several objects including the sequence information (TDS code), the pose information, the user classes, the goal object and the parts list. The knowledge base contributes the technology clauses and rules, the sensor models, the tool libraries, the macro code, and the part definitions to the expansion.

Verify examines this internal form of the user's plan (the macro plan) to detect and correct inconsistencies in the plan. The corrections to the plan (micro-planning) takes the form of rearrangements or insertion of states into the user's plan.

Checks are made to ensure that errors such as moving an object that has been affixed to another object or collisions between two objects do not occur. (Collision detection is done by using the SMS to generate swept volumes and doing intersection checking).

The generate phase takes the verified internal form plan and generates executable code for the target build system. The target build system is assumed to be a high function robot with a general purpose programming environment capable of error detection.

Definitions

A plan is complete when the task-specific code has been generated from the TDS code and has successfully passed all of the plan time checks.

Expanding a design into a plan

The ideal robot world

In order to make this part of BOXER tractable an ideal robot in an ideal world is used as the target of the expansion phase. Error modelling is added during verification. The concept of a “virtual robot” is defined. Such a robot has useful properties:

- Rectangular workspace coordinates
- unlimited joint travel
- sensors (not transducers)
- unlimited joint velocity and acceleration
- perfect accuracy
- volume-less joint elements
- unlimited payload

Macro expansion

A useful analogy can be made at this stage with the act of compiling a High Level Language. During compilation the external source code is converted into an internal form of tables containing state and type information. In BOXER, this phase changes TDS (source code) into an internal form suitable for representing actions and states in an ideal robot world.

Pose expansion

One of the key pieces of information available from the SMS is the position and orientation (pose) of the parts relative to key points (fiducial points) in the workspace. Within the SMS these poses are referred to symbolically. At this time this information is expanded into numeric form as DH matrices.

Pose precomputation

Many times a specification of a location may be relative to a point which is relative to another point (which may be relative to still another point). Ultimately the whole chain must be relative to a fiducial point. In some cases it is possible to precompute the final pose and eliminate the intermediate transforms.
Technology clauses

In TDS parts are connected to each other using an ATTACH statement. The attach statement does not specify what technology is being used to perform the attachment. Since this decision is not made at design time (although it can be if the user needs to) the code to perform intermediate steps (eg pick up the tool) is not part of the user plan.

User clauses

User clauses fall into two categories. First, the user may have chosen to add a new statement to the language. This is possible because the underlying development environment is available. A user statement (eg. RE-ORIENT) will have several components that the user will have to define. The one of interest here is the expansion of the user statement into the internal form used by the planner.

The second, and probably more common, user clause is the addition of a new SENSE-OBJECT to the system. The user will have specified a (possibly) new cause, trigger, effect and goal. These are expanded and added to the planning.

Verification of the plan

In general the planning that is required during verification is of the means-end analysis class. One is usually required to generate a micro-plan that will match up two closely related states. This occurs because the user has already done the macro-planning for us.

Another form of planning is checking for conditions that can be found through analysis of the object positions and motions. For example, one can check the stability of the object after final placement.

Affixment

The affixment tree can be built to show how things are attached to each other. Attachments are of four flavors: not-attached, jointed attachment, non-rigid attachment, and rigid attachment.

Not-attached parts are obvious. Jointed attachment are connections between parts that may have some degrees of freedom. Non-rigid attachment is where one part depends on the position of another but not vice-versa. For example, a coffee cup on a saucer de-
then the planner will back track to the previous step, or the following step if the previous step has been applied.

In general, the naive expansion of the TDS sequence into plan states and actions will leave gaps between two adjacent plan steps. For example, an ATTACH operation may leave the tool in the hand. The subsequent step may be to pick up another part. The verify stage will insert the states and actions necessary to put the tool down and guarantee that the pre-conditions of the subsequent step are satisfied.

If an operation has both normal and exception outcomes there may be a different postcondition for each possible outcome. BOXER generates these multiple postcondition states for each checked condition on each motion. Then it verifies that the error handler will successfully recover the desired state from the error state.

Previous planners used states as the primary planning element. The states were modelled as predicates. For example, STRIPS modelled the blocks world using ON(A,B) to represent the state of block A being on block B. Strips rules are not appropriate for actions requiring naive physics (e.g. dominos) "NINIL"

BOXER models states but uses action predicates as the focus of its attention. Thus MOVE(B) would be a primary working predicate. States and actions need to be clearly distinguished.

During the verify step the planner has a set of states that represent the current world state and a set of actions that represent the possible actions that can be performed on the world state. The world state is represented as a list of states of objects in the world. The plan is represented as a sequence of these lists.

\[
\text{step1 = (handempty initialpose} \\
\text{(force\text{-}transducer .7)} \\
\text{(...))}
\]

\[
\text{step2 = (handempty} \\
\text{(over part1)} \\
\text{(force\text{-}transducer .7)} \\
\text{(...))}
\]

\[
\text{stepN = (handempty initialpose} \\
\text{(force\text{-}transducer .7)}
\]

\[
\text{action1 = ((preconditions handempty} \\
\text{initialpose} \\
\text{(force < 1.) ...}) \\
\text{(add (over x)))} \\
\text{(delete initialpose))}
\]

\[
\text{actionN = ((preconditions handempty} \\
\text{initialpose} \\
\text{(force < 1.) ...}) \\
\text{(add initialpose))} \\
\text{(delete (over x)))}
\]

BOXER differs from other planning efforts in that it does not try to plan the assembly from scratch but uses planning only to ensure that the steps that occur from one world state to another are achieved. Since the user have done the gross level planning then the system need only deal with problems like making sure that the hand is empty when the next action requires picking up the next part. BOXER has a novel interaction between actions and contexts that is illustrated in this example.

Let's assume that the next step is to pick up a part and that a precondition of picking up a part is to have the hand be empty:

\[
\text{actionx = ((precondition} \\
\text{(handempty initialpose ...}) \\
\text{(add (over x)))} \\
\text{(delete initialpose))}
\]

Also assume that the hand is not empty but is holding a tool:

\[
\text{stax = ((handfull toolx) initialpose} \\
\text{(force\text{-}transducer .7)...})
\]

Now we have reached the traditional planning problem of how to achieve the HANDEMTPTY state given that we are holding TOOLX. There are 2 things to note. First, the planning is being applied in a very restricted problem so that the complexity is reduced. Second, within BOXER there is normally an action that will achieve the HANDEMTPTY state called OPENHAND. However, this is not an appropriate operator in this context because that will cause the tool
to fall. When TOOLX is initially picked up the planner hides the rule OPENHAND beneath a rule called PUTTOOL. This rule will cause the system to put the tool away rather than drop the tool. The PUTTOOL action is added to the set of actions when TOOLX was picked up. This set of actions is called the "context set". Every tool has a PUTTOOL action associated with it.

**Technology Rules**

Each fastening technology has a different set of rules for generating correct tasks. For example, welded frame fastening requires a certain sequence of welds to ensure that the frame does not warp. Each weld heats the frame which causes it to distort. Making a weld close to a recently completed weld will cause the warped member to be welded in the wrong position.

The rule set associated with a technology checks the generated code for correctness according to the rules.

**Generating the task-specific program**

**Hand assignment**

For multi-armed robots, or eventually for multiple discrete robots, there is a question of hand assignment. Generally, if the hands interact one hand will be used for transport and holding and the other hand will be the tool using hand. When the hands do not interact then the task can be partitioned along the midpoint of the goal object.

There is the possibility of an optimal assignment of sub-tasks to hands but it will not be addressed here.

**Robot motion calls**

The plans required to map planner internal actions to robot motion call sequences are created during this phase. In general, one has a plan represented as a set of internal states and actions and one needs to find a sequence of robot actions that will properly execute the plan. What that sequence of actions is depends strongly on the target BUILD system. Fortunately, because a virtual robot is used during planning, one can work out in advance the mapping from a virtual robot motion to the corresponding real robot motion. This ignores problems like point correspondence and range of travel which are dealt with in the BUILD system.

**Error Objects, Sensors, and Transducers**

During the verify phase certain virtual robot actions generate error checks (e.g. closing the hand will generate a presence check). During generate these error checks are mapped to error objects that contain methods capable of detecting the error. The particular sensor and transducer combination is sensitive to the final BUILD system configuration. For example, presence checking could be sensed by force transducers in the finger or by a camera system mounted above the robot workspace. The error objects contain error handlers that get added to the final code stream.

**The virtual to real robot correspondence**

The planner has assumed a virtual robot that has certain useful properties. In general, these properties will not be fully available in the real robot (e.g. joints do not have unlimited travel). Part of the correspondence problem is solved in the generate phase of the planner. For example, the plans required to map planner internal actions to robot motion call sequences. Part of the correspondence problem is solved during the startup phase of the BUILD system. For example, there is a mapping of virtual points to points in the robot workspace that gets fixed during calibration. Part of the correspondence problem is solved by explicit error checks made during pre- and post-motion error checking. For example, a range check is enabled for motion that will exceed the robot's range of travel.

**Issues**

Discussion of problems within the planner naturally break into the 3 categories of expand, verify and generate.

**Expand**

**Macro expansion**

There are several issues in the expand phase that require detailed examination. First, there is the mapping from the TDS code to the internal form used for planning. The TDS code represents a desired sequence of operations. However, this sequence is really a list
of actions to be performed on the world state to achieve the final assembly.

BOXER assumes an initial world state (which the user can change by selecting the world state window in the SMS). Each TDS statement translates into a set of preconditions, actions, and states that can be applied to the world state.

In general, the generated sequence will not be complete. Preconditions in the generated code will not match the present world state. These problems are resolved by the verify phase.

Non-picture object representation
One of the difficulties of using solid models is that, to use them for planning purposes, one has to reason with them. The science in this area is not well developed. BOXER deals with solid models by making calls to the SMS system.

Verify
Non-Commutative operations
Non-commutative (eg WELD) operations cause permanent state changes and may inhibit regression of goals. All non-commutative operations generate a major state and represent boundaries for the error recovery routines.

Concurrent Events
Concurrent events are not handled by the planner except to generate constraints for the hand assignment algorithm. Certain operations will require holding the part after it has been placed because the part is not stable. The hand assignment algorithm must assign the other arm to a micro-plan that will make the part stable and free the first arm.

Generate

Ambiguity
In general, the conversion of task space, non-ambiguous pose information into robot space poses will generate ambiguous cases (eg a point is reachable in LEFT and RIGHT hand mode). There must be a rule set associated with each BUILD system robot that removes the ambiguity. Conversion of task space, non-ambiguous pose into robot space ambiguous pose.
FIGURE 3
The Build System

Overview
The primary purpose of the build system is to provide a reliable, fault tolerant environment for the task specific program.

The build system provides an execution environment for the task specific program. This execution environment is composed of 3 parts. The startup phase initializes the world and finds the fiducial points. The execution phase provides the services necessary for the running program and raises the level of abstraction to make the runtime environment convenient. The error handling system creates a fault tolerant environment to deal with real world errors.

Architecture

Definitions
A task specific program is correct when the goal object specified in the Design stage has been constructed.

A task specific program is finished when it exits.

Starting a task specific program
Starting a task specific program requires actions that bring the world to a known initial state and verifying that all assumptions made by the planner are true. Calibrating a fiducial point is one of the tasks that bring the world to a known state. Verifying that the initial silhouette of the pallet matches the stored silhouette is an example of a task that verifies an assumption made by the planner.

Executing a task specific program
Every actual robot operation (eg MOVE) is surrounded by three primitives:

checkbefore(collision, bounds, state)
checkduring(collision, tolerance)
move()
checkafter(position, state)

where each of the parameters (eg tolerance) is a SENSE-OBJECT. That is, it enables a trigger (some set of transducers that make

up a sensor) which, if tripped, will call an error handler with a specific goal.

Error handling in a task specific program
One of the key problems of the build system is designing a control flow so that the system can detect and recover from errors. BOXER follows several rules that make this easier to accomplish.

There are several key elements within the BOXER control flow. First, there is the idea of an initial pose. This is a state that is achieved a critical points in the program. It causes the trajectory from picking up a part to placing a part to be broken into two steps. This idea gives the planner a method of independently planning the pickup and the place motions.

Second, there is the idea of major and minor states within the program. Every major state represents a place where an error handler can branch to rejoin a program that was in progress. Major states always begin and end in an initial pose state. Minor states are actions that occur between major states. All minor states are reversible.

If an error does occur then the error is signalled and an error handler is dispatched. The error handler reverses the sequence of minor moves until the initial pose at the last major state is achieved. It then executes the recovery sequence (eg trashes the offending part, requests a new one, places the new part at the correct position, and returns to the initial pose). The recovery sequence ends in the initial pose state. The error handler will then rejoin the task in progress.

Issues

State maintenance
The use of error handlers and runtime planning requires a systematic method of state maintenance. Every operation (eg move) has to be enhanced to update the state of the world. Certain operations (eg GETTOOL) will also cause new context sets to be established. These are necessary so that the error
recovery routine will correctly return to the current state using the proper operators (eg PUTTOOL rather than OPENHAND).

Tolerance (how do you know that you got there?)

Tolerance has two meanings within the BOXER context. The first meaning is the question of how to specify tolerance within the part definitions. This is a current research issue and is not addressed.

The second meaning is stated best as the question: How do you know you got there? This is addressed using the force sensors to sense final forces in placing an object. An out of range force (too low or too high) is generally taken to mean that an error has occurred. This may not necessarily be true. This will be one source of spurious error events.
FIGURE 4
Knowledge base

Overview
The primary purpose of the knowledge base is to be an environment that links the various stages of BOXER into a consistent whole.
The careful design of the knowledge base is important. The knowledge base elements embody key representational decisions.

Architecture

Definitions
Objects are the usual object oriented programming constructs. Concepts are objects that have roles and exist in the knowledge base. Parts are both objects and concepts and they correspond to things in the real world. Transducers correspond to physical objects in the real world capable of detecting and reporting changes. Sensors correspond to a logical function performed by one or more transducers. Usually one sensor is mapped onto one transducer but this is not always the case. One counter-example is a vision system. The camera (transducer) can be used as a presence sensor (sensor) and as an edge detector (sensor).

Knowledge Base Structure
Currently, the knowledge base is physically organized as a linear sequence of object definitions. The logical organization is a set of overlapping trees. Objects within the database are linked to other objects by the inheritance mechanism. Objects can inherit the methods of multiple ancestors (ala the Flavors system—SYM1, SYM2, CAN1, MOO1).

Knowledge Base Access
Accessing an object will cause "active elements" within the object to be triggered. These active elements have side effects such as computing a default.
Accessing an object will also cause the ancestors of an object to be defined if they do not already exist. At the time an object is defined it is sent an initialization message.

Issues

The object library and the knowledge base
It is assumed that the BUILD system is sufficiently rich to enable the object oriented programming style to be used. The hierarchy of object relations and their associated methods are common throughout the system.
The BUILD system will have objects that are sensors, transducers, tools, parts, etc. These objects are all representative of corresponding objects in the real world. There is a piece of research required to examine how best to represent the real world objects.
KNOWLEDGE BASE

Tools
- Screwdriver
- Tack Welder
- Glue Gun

Feeders
- Vibrating Bowl
- Conveyor
- Slide Tracks

Fixtures
- Part Set
- Rule Set
- Methods Set

Parts
- Part Set
- Rule Set
- Methods Set

Sensors
- Strain Guage
- Leds
- Vision

User Objects

Technology
- Screwing
- Welding
- Glueing

Robots
- 7565
- ASEA
- PUMA

Process
- GET
- PLACE
- ATTACH

FIGURE 5
Learning component

Overview
The primary purpose of the learning component is to analyze a plan failure and update what the BOXER system knows.
This learning has two effects: plans will be modified by the new knowledge and the user will be warned that constructs might not be manufacturable. These form the criteria for measuring performance in the learning task.

Architecture

Definitions
A failure represents an error state of a plan that has been detected by a sensor.

Learning Component Structure
Currently, the learning component is organized

Knowledge Base Access

Issues

The object library and the knowledge base
Conclusions

Conclusions

BOXER is a system that merges the research in solid modelling, planning systems, knowledge bases, and high function robots. Its major contribution is combining these in a coherent framework that can be applied to assembly automation.

An error model has been constructed that will deal with runtime errors normally encountered during the assembly process. This error model represents a key step forward in automating assembly.

It has been shown how sequence information derived from the user can be used to automatically construct a task-specific program for an assembly.

One of the key benefits of a design-to-build system will be an improvement in the turn-around time for new products. Instead of taking several months to get a prototype assembly, a BOXER system will generate the prototype immediately. Ultimately, this translates to lower cost for products and shorter product cycles, faster response to marketing demands and higher profits.

Work is being done at this time to implement the planner subsystem.
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